Happy Christmas to All
By Shepherd’s Bush

**Materials Needed:**
Fabric: 32 count Tin Roof Linen  
Stitch Count: 33 x 41  
Cut Size: 9 x 11”

**Cross Stitch:**
Center and stitch with 1 strand floss over two linen threads

- Weeks Dye Works Overdyed Floss (DMC)
  - 1331 Brick--reds (221)
  - 2211 Olive--gold greens (733)
  - 2197 Oscar--greens (731)
  - 1304 Onyx--blacks (310)
  - 1302 Pelican grey--greys (642)
  - 1233 Cocoa--browns (611)
  - 1289 Stepping Stone--purples (3740)
  - 1110 Parchment--cremes (822)
  - 1223 Schneckley--golds (3045)
  - Deep Red Beads

**Fill in:**

House: Brick

*When you stitch with overdyed thread, please stitch each stitch individually. The threads and linen are not colorfast. Do not wash this project.*

**Back Stitch:** 1 strand
- Words: Stepping Stone
- Bird beak and feet: Schneckley
- Sheep legs: Onyx
- Bottom vine: Oscar

**Finishing:** Buttons
Stitch your star above the H.
Stitch 1 snowflake to the left of the large heart.
Stitch 1 snowflake above the sheep.

We framed our piece in a little white frame. We carry a variety of these frames that Jill made with different mouldings. Each one comes with a piece of foam core making it easy to finish up. You are welcome to call and see what we have in stock, or you can find the perfect frame yourself. As always, you can always give Jill a call: This would also be a darling pin cushion.

Happy Christmas

This design is for personal use only. It is not to be sold. It is a free pattern available on our website www.shepherdsbush.net You will find it under FQA, or on our blog
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